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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three options are the primary security architectural
principles for VMDC data center security?
(Choose three.)
A. orchestration
B. automation
C. threat defense
D. secure separation
E. isolation
F. resiliency
Answer: D,E,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: The primary security architectural principles for
VMDC data center security are secure separation, visibility,
isolation, resiliency,
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/solutions/Enterprise/Data_

Center/VMDC/ Cloud_Security/1-0/DG/ICSecurity/ICSecurity2.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
A technician just completed a new external website and setup
access rules in the firewall. After some testing, only users
outside the internal network can reach the site. The website
responds to a ping from the internal network and resolves the
proper public address. Which of the following could the
technician do to fix this issue while causing internal users to
route to the website using an internal address?
A. Implement a split horizon DNS
B. Configure NAT on the firewall
C. Place the server in the DMZ
D. Adjust the proper internal ACL
Answer: A
Explanation:
Split horizon DNS (also known as Split Brain DNS) is a
mechanism for DNS servers to supply different DNS query results
depending on the source of the request. This can be done by
hardware-based separation but is most commonly done in
software.
In this question, we want external users to be able to access
the website by using a public IP address. To do this, we would
have an external facing DNS server hosting a DNS zone for the
website domain. For the internal users, we would have an
internal facing DNS server hosting a DNS zone for the website
domain. The external DNS zone will resolve the website URL to
an external public IP address. The internal DNS server will
resolve the website URL to an internal private IP address.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which four steps are involved to use Active Cache Dependency
Injection in a WebLogic Java EE application?
A. Package tangosol-coherence-override.xml in modules classpath
B. Deploy Active Cache shared library
C. Package coherence-cache-config.xml in modules classpath
D. Declare dependency on the shared library
E. Declare all dependency injection entries
Answer: B,C,D,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Note:
* Example
If you have additional Coherence caches running on
Coherence*Web, then you must merge the cache configuration
information (typically defined in the
coherence-cache-config.xmlfile) with the session configuration
contained in the session-cache-config.xmlfile. The cache and
session configuration must be consistent across WebLogic Server

and Coherence cache servers.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement is true regarding the UNION operator?
A. Null values are not ignored during duplicate checking.
B. By default, the output is not sorted.
C. The number of columns selected in all select statements need
not be the same.
D. Names of all columns must be identical across all select
statements.
Answer: A
Explanation:
For the UNION operator the nulls values are not ignored during
duplicate checking.
Incorrect:
Not A: The UNION operator implicitly sorts the output.
Not D: Each SQL SELECT statement within the UNION query must
have the same number of fields in the result sets with similar
data types.
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